HISTORICAL:
Bk. 4 Page 62 W. 1/4 NW. 1/4 1965
Map F 27-7
GSA SET POST

GEO: 32" NWMS 1/2 EMS 63 3/4
REF: W.BIN. 1969

REF: EX 1969 63 3/4
BADLEY ROTTED

CONDITION

FOUND:

FAIR 1/8" IRON PIPE
GOOD 4' 4" X 4" X 4' 8" POST 99° EAST
FAIR WADING FENCE WEST 25' AND NORTH 25' FROM CORNER
14" IRON 35' WEAPERS 34' 3/4 BADLEY ROTTED

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TIE FILLED WITH CEMENT
4" X 4" X 4' 8" POST N.W. EAST 1/2

" Hat Section
S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:
YELLOW CR. TAG ON POST
Power Pole Number F4-206 Page 19 N40W 32 37

COMMENTS: CORNER IS LOCATED 100 FEET NORTHWEST
OF BRICKYARD ROAD, AND 40 FEET NORTH OF
SMALL CREEK WHICH RUNS UNEVENLY.
SET 2" IRON WITH 3" BRASS AT FRONT PARALLEL 5' FROM LINE

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR - DAN MCKITT

DATE: 3-74 PHOOTO#:

* = County corner tag affixed.